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Following the lead of Pope John Paul II, Francis Beckwith, in “On Making the Case 
for Life,” argues that the rise of the philosophical outlook of scientism in Western 
culture has led to a general loss of respect for human life. He examines a recent article 
in the Journal of Medical Ethics whose authors contend that newborns are merely 
potential persons lacking full rational capacity, and who are therefore incapable of 
pursuing aims or appreciating their own lives. Given these facts, the authors say, 
killing newborn children is not immoral. Beckwith employs a thought experiment to 
show that our basic moral intuitions do not coincide with tolerating harms to infants. 

Many scholars fundamentally misunderstand what constitutes the “object” of 
moral action. Luke Murray, in “Craniotomy versus Lethal Self-Defense,” examines 
three confusions that beset scholarly understanding of this essential element of moral 
theory.Thefirstconcernswhetheranactionissimpleorcomplex.Thesecondis
theunacknowledgedinfluenceofImmanuelKant,whoarguedthatthemindhasno
genuine contact with reality. The third is the failure to appreciate the role of natural 
teleology in moral reasoning. For Saint Thomas Aquinas, the object constitutes a 
real relation to the end intended by the agent; it is not merely logical. 

The search for a common moral language guides the essay by David Cook and 
Katherine Wasson, “The Common Good and Common Harm.” Catholic approaches 
tomoralquestionsemphasizenaturallaw;Protestanteffortslooktobiblicalethics.
Religiousviews contrastwith thoseof secularmorality,whichoften emphasize
utilitariancalculations.Allshareaninterestinthecommongood,butitisdifficult
tofindasharedmeaningamongsuchradicallydifferentmoraloutlooks.Theauthors
suggest that it may be more productive for ethicists who seek consensus to focus 
insteadoncommonharms.Smoking,totakeasimpleexample,iswidelyrecognized
as harmful, although on widely different moral grounds.

Lost in the debate over whether the Health and Human Services “contraception 
mandate” violates religious liberty is the dramatic change in the role of medicine in our 
society. No longer viewed as a restorative measure, medicine is now seen as yet another 
avenue to advance the personal choices and autonomy of individuals. Mathew Lu, in 
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“Contraception, Abortion, and the Corruption of Medicine,” examines how this change 
has moved the focus of medical attention away from its essential task of restoring 
health.Contemporarymedicinedoesnotseektobenefitthepatient,buttosatisfyhis
or her desires. The environmental movement offers a ray of hope for the recovery of 
the essential nature of medicine. 

The idea that the good exists in nature came under protracted assault during the 
modern and Enlightenment periods of the West. Traditional Aristotelian-Thomistic 
moral philosophy grounds ethics in human nature and the various objective goods 
that perfect it. Recently, defenders of the new natural law theory have argued 
that traditional interpretations of the moral writings of Aquinas fall prey to the 
“naturalistic fallacy” and so are false. Michael Augros and Christopher Oleson, in 
“St. Thomas and the Naturalistic Fallacy,” show that this new reading of Aquinas is 
notaccurate.RobertGeorge,GermainGrisez,andJohnFinnisarguethatAquinas
was unable to demonstrate how arguments for morality derive from self-evident 
principles. Augros and Oleson examine this claim, lay out the key contradicting 
texts of Aquinas, and show that the natural ends of human nature are an essential 
aspect of any Thomistic account of moral action.

St. Alphonsus Ligouri played a key role in the development of the principles of 
cooperation. Rev. Kevin Flannery, SJ, in “Two Factors in the Analysis of Cooperation 
in Evil,” returns to the writings of this distinguished Catholic moralist. Contrary to 
commonexpectations,Alphonsusidentifiescertaintypesofformalcooperationthat
are not connected with intentionality; intentionality, in fact, is not the most essential 
feature of this type of cooperation. Formal cooperation, according to Alphonsus, 
involves contributing to the bad will of the principal agent. Material cooperation, 
in contrast, does not enter into the bad will of another, but assists the action of the 
principal agent in some other way. Thus, a servant might hold a ladder for a master 
who is engaged in theft, but the servant’s own action is not directed to stealing, but 
to the holding of the ladder. This is a separate and “indifferent” act that has its own 
intelligibility independent of thievery.

The question of whether the contraceptive Plan B and its active ingredient, 
levonorgestrel, has an abortifacient effect has long vexed Catholic bioethics. 
There are indications that the drug does indeed make the endometrium hostile 
to the implantation of a conceived embryo, thus causing an early-stage abortion. 
The evidence has been mixed, the relevant studies limited, and Catholic opinion 
divided. The National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly has been an important venue 
for this ongoing debate. In “The Postovulatory Mechanism of Action of Plan B,” 
twophysicians,RebeccaPeckandRev.JuanVélez,arguethatthereisgrowingand
definitiveevidencethatPlanBhasanabortifacienteffect.Theauthorsreviewaraft
ofrecentscientificstudies,examinethedataandthevariousproposedmechanisms
of action that might account for the drug’s effectiveness, and conclude that the most 
likely candidate concerns endometrial receptivity. In light of this conclusion, Peck 
andVélezadviseCatholicbioethiciststore-examinetheargumentsusedtojustify,
under the principle of double effect, the administration of Plan B in rape cases. 
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